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_____________________________________________________________________________________
This is the twelfth in a series of regular briefings, Mind the Gaps, which highlight some of the gaps in support that
exist for children and families affected by the COVID-19 pandemic. Evidence of these gaps is drawn from our Early
Warning System (EWS) which collects case studies from frontline practitioners working directly with families on
the problems they are seeing with the social security system.
The issues outlined in this briefing are a selection of some of the ‘top issues’ emerging through the EWS. It is
important to note that these briefings are not designed to capture everything we are seeing; instead the Mind the
Gaps briefing series will feature different issues each time and return to issues that need urgent attention where
necessary.

Low-income workers followed government advice and became worse off
Self-employed people
Many self-employed people saw their earned income stop suddenly when lockdown started on 23 March. A
support package was announced on 26 March, but details of the Self-Employment Income Support Scheme (SEISS)
weren’t released until 30 April, and the scheme didn’t go live until 13 May. Self-employed people therefore had to
wait over seven weeks to be certain whether any support would be available to them and even longer to receive
it.
In the meantime, government announcements and daily briefings encouraged self-employed people to claim
universal credit (UC) to support themselves until the SEISS became active, and this was mirrored by the advice
published online.1 The information and guidance provided by the government did not initially include any
qualifications or warnings that for some people who were already in receipt of legacy benefits, claiming UC could
make them financially worse off overall.
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Furloughed employees
Similarly we also received a number of case studies concerning employees who were furloughed and were advised
to claim UC, without advice on the impact that would have on their tax credits. In some cases this advice was
provided by DWP staff at a Jobcentre.
Why worse off?
A claim for UC automatically ends any existing tax credits award. No warnings were issued to tax credit claimants
that they may potentially be worse off on UC until late April, when the DWP issued a statement on social media.2
The statement, which may not have reached everyone affected, was soon followed by an additional page in the
online UC claim process. Since early May, the additional screen has meant that people must read a message about
losing any current tax credits before they can proceed with making a UC claim.
Too little too late
For many, the warnings that they may become worse off on UC came too late. The EWS has received a substantial
number of cases concerning families who were already stretched due to lost earnings, and must now get by with
even less. Now that the SEISS is drawing to a close and the furlough scheme is winding down, some of these
families are facing significant and long-term hardship.
A self-employed joiner and a nurse with three children saw their income drop when the joiner’s work stopped due
to COVID-19 social distancing rules. They were both working and receiving tax credits of £722 a month. They
claimed UC according to government advice. They now have just one wage coming in, the joiner is making a loss of
£147 a month, and their UC is just £591 a month – less in the months that any SEISS payments are received. They
are very worried about the future because even when the joiner starts work again, UC will reduce and while they
are in receipt of benefits they’ll never be better off than they were on tax credits.
A self-employed single dad had a heart attack in the last year. His business – maintaining properties for a landlord
– stopped when lockdown started, and he followed government advice to claim UC. His tax credits stopped and he
became worse off immediately. He’s been relying on his local food bank and advance credit from his energy
supplier (to be repaid at a low rate). The stress has caused him some chest pains and he’s incredibly anxious about
becoming ill again. He has also had to sell some of his tools, which may affect his ability to return to work. He is
extremely distressed and battling to keep his fragile emotional state from his daughter.
A woman phoned the local Jobcentre after both her husband’s and her own earnings dropped due to COVID-19,
looking for advice on what they could claim. She stated that she was on tax credits, she received disability living
allowance (DLA) for her daughter, and was worried about how these would be affected. She was advised that she
could apply there and then for UC, that it wouldn’t affect what she was already getting too much, and that she
could come back off of it when resuming work. She was at no time informed that if she went ahead with the claim
that she would lose her entitlement to tax credits. She feels that she was badly misinformed, and made decisions
based on information she had no cause to doubt, believing that she was dealing with someone who was giving
expert advice. This has caused serious repercussions for the family, leaving them in a dire financial situation.
No way back
The EWS has heard about people belatedly realising that their tax credits claim would stop and they would be
worse off claiming UC. Even when they have received assurances that their UC claim will not affect their tax
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credits, or when they have not completed all the stages of the UC claim process, they have been unable to get
back onto tax credits.
A single mum with multiple disabilities lives with her two adult children, who are also disabled. She was both
employed and self-employed prior to COVID-19. When lockdown started, her self-employed income stopped and
she was furloughed from her part-time job. She started a claim for UC before she obtained advice from Citizens
Advice telling her to stay on tax credits. She contacted both the DWP and HMRC; the DWP confirmed that she
couldn’t claim UC (because she had savings of over £16k – inheritance from her father) and HMRC said that tax
credits wouldn’t stop. Her tax credits subsequently stopped and UC was never paid. HMRC state they are unable to
reinstate the tax credits claim.
A couple with two young children were receiving tax credits. The mother suffers from anxiety and depression, and
her husband is self-employed and had his work stopped due to the crisis. On 26 March, the mother started a UC
claim following the chancellor’s announcement that this is what self-employed people should do. She received no
messages or warnings that their tax credits would stop. Within 48 hours, she realised that UC could stop their tax
credits and withdrew the UC claim. The tax credits claim was nonetheless closed and the family went eight weeks
without either tax credits or UC, at which point, they felt obliged to reclaim UC despite being worse off. The DWP
refused to backdate UC to the date of the initial claim. Now that their mortgage holiday is over, they don’t know
how they will make ends meet.
A self-employed single father of two children, aged 8 and 11, had to stop work when schools closed. He started a
claim for UC on 26 April and did not see any warnings that his tax credits claim would stop. He did not provide all of
the information required in the UC claim and believed that the process had not been completed. He abandoned the
claim when he learnt that he would be contacted in due course by HMRC regarding the SEISS. His tax credits were
stopped and he is reluctant to claim UC as he will be worse off when he is working again.
Disabled workers
Workers who were receiving a qualifying benefit prior to claiming working tax credit, and who had a physical or
mental disability that put them at a disadvantage of getting a job, could get the disabled workers element
included in their working tax credit. We have received a number of case studies regarding disabled workers whose
income dropped due to COVID-19 who were advised to claim UC without being told the effect this would have on
their existing benefits.
A man was getting working tax credit including a disability element when his work hours were reduced in response
to the pandemic. He spoke to the DWP who advised him to claim UC. His tax credits claim stopped and he is now
on UC, approximately £75 a week worse off. The rules won’t permit him to return to tax credits.
A female client was working part time and receiving the disabled worker’s element in her tax credits and disability
premium in her housing benefit. When she was furloughed the Jobcentre advised her to claim UC. She did and is
now worse off because there is no disabled worker's element and no disability premium in UC.
Government assurances
The government has acknowledged that greater clarity was needed for UC claimants regarding the loss of tax
credits. On 4 May, the Secretary of State for Work and Pensions, Dr Thérèse Coffey, stated she would be “looking
very carefully” into what changes could be made to address the situation and confirmed the website would be
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amended “to make it crystal clear”.3 The current information is clearer but still promotes applying for UC rather
than checking eligibility, which could be more effective at alerting those who may lose out as a result of a claim. So
far, no remedy has been forthcoming for people who had already fallen foul of the inadequate information and
guidance that was provided at the beginning of lockdown.
On 15 July, Will Quince MP, Minister for Welfare Delivery, told the Work and Pensions Committee that it is proving
“incredibly difficult” to find a solution to help those who have lost entitlement to tax credits as a result of applying
for UC. He also refuted the suggestion that people had been mis-advised:
“We advised people to check whether they were eligible for universal credit. It is made absolutely clear
throughout, as has historically always been the case, that a universal credit claim and making one will
cease any existing entitlement to legacy benefits, and that includes tax credits. That is made absolutely
clear in the system”.4
The cases we have received, sampled above, clearly demonstrate that although it may be clear “in the system”
that a UC claim stops a tax credits award, this is not clear to the people whom the system serves. CPAG has been
told that people felt duped into claiming UC and becoming worse off in the long-run, and now feel very let down
by the government’s response to their predicament so far.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
About CPAG
Child Poverty Action Group works on behalf of the more than one in four children in the UK growing up in poverty.
It doesn’t have to be like this. We use our understanding of what causes poverty and the impact it has on
children’s lives to campaign for policies that will prevent and solve poverty – for good. We provide training, advice
and information to make sure hard-up families get the financial support they need. We also carry out high profile
legal work to establish and protect families’ rights.
About the Early Warning System
Our Early Warning System helps us get a better understanding of how changes to the social security system are
affecting the lives of children and families. We gather information from advisers about the experience of children
and families. This intelligence informs much of our policy, research and campaigning work, and also feeds into the
advice we give frontline advisers.
The Early Warning System in Scotland is supported by the Children, Young People and Families Early Intervention
Fund, managed on behalf of the Scottish Government by CORRA foundation. The Early Warning System in
England, Wales and Northern Ireland is made possible by the support of Oak Foundation, Barrow Cadbury Trust
and The Mitchell Charitable Trust. The Mind the Gaps briefing series is also being supported by the Nuffield
Foundation, increasing the capacity of the Early Warning System to effectively monitor the impact of COVID-19 on
children and families, and identify issues with the social security response as they emerge.
Thank you to everyone who has contributed to our Early Warning System – to every adviser who has submitted a
case and to rightsnet which hosts invaluable benefit forums for advisers.
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